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FUTURE PROGRAMME OF WORK /KD ACTIVITIES OF UNIDO (ID/B/fc and Corr 1-3    iD/B/o 
CS¿Td ^'^orr.l, ii,/B/9,  ID/B/10.  ID/B/UÍ ID/^.^^^ 

Mí^VLADOV (Bulgaria)   noted that ideas had changed and it was generally 

accepted that the long-term projects  for the developing countries would depend 

ultimately on the rapid de..:.opinent of an efficient industry.    While it was  for 

the developing countries themselves to decide whether industrialisation -v„ M be 

a primae objective, UNIDO should, in his view, be prepared both to ccot  ,^e w<th 

the countries concerned in studying problems connected with industric.lv ...ion and 

to ¿rive technical tid for the establishment of the necessary industr.e .. 

Vith reelect to the United States representative's proposal thr    : / -j Ehould 

help the developing countries to imitate the accomplishments of the •*,   .. -u states 

through private enterprise, he believed that the industrialization oi  ,   developing 

country could also be achieved by other methods - for example, conc.ro     -.ate 

action based on a comprehensive economic and social develops  ,raK.    ia tnat 

connexion, he mentioned the example of his own country which, t  ?,-, xS rS 

previously, had had a very low level of living and a predominen'x- * natural 

economy.    Through concerted State action, Bulgaria had made groat priesa in 

industrialization with the help of friendly countries. 

The priorities in the programe of work of UNIDO should be related to the 

fields in which needs were most  urgent and the demand for help from the new 

organization was greatest.    UNIDO was and should be the international centre for 

co-operation aimed at accelerating tue industrialization of the developing countries 

and broadening the exchange of experience among interested countries.    It must also 
help in the transfer of know-how. 

His delegation agreed that USIIO should be action-oriented.    First of all, 

however, the possible alternative courses of action must be studied and, except 

for studies of an academic nature, research projects should not automaticéis be 
eliminated. 

When tackling the question of the appropriate policy for effective 

industrialisation, USIDO could not avoid considering necessary cocial reforms and 

the role of the State.   Past errors should not be repeatedi since industry vui 

/... 
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intended to help to enhance the well-be inj of man and of the community,  social 

factors were of great  importance, but  they were not adequately dealt with in the 

documentation  submitted to the Board.    A close relationship should therefore be 

established between tho operational f.nd research activities of UNIDO and the work 

done on the social assets of industrialization by the Bureau of Social Affairs. 

Tn addition, social planners should act  as members of tearao  in UIJIDO technical 

assistance projects.    He was surprised that that question had been omiLtej from 

the agenda of the International Symposium on Industrial Development. 

Another question to be considered was the comparative intensity of the factors 

of production.    In Bulgaria, priority was now given to increasing labour 

productivity, in order to be able to compete on the world market and ensure a rapid 

rise in the level of living of the people.    He hoped that UNIDO would £e..cct for 

industrial projects the technologies  that were best suited to the cot.rli-.uona 

prevailing in a given area or at a given level of economic developnent. 

He believed that the major difficulties in the foreign trade of the  developing 

countries could be solved by changing the existing territorial and industrial 

structure of world trade.    To achieve that, changes must be made in the existing 

structure of production,  and export-orient ed industries, which were a means of 

acquiring resources  for imports, must be promoted.    However,  the developing 

countries would first have to overcome the o"bstac3.es to the development of their 

exports of manufactures,  including, in particular, the trade barriers which 

hampered their access to world markets, resulting in under-utilization of industrial 

plant installed at heavy cost, unemployment, and increased balance-of-payment3 

difficulties.    UNCTAD had already recommended certain meacires for promoting 

experts of manufactures and semi-manufactures of developing countries.    In his 

view, there was a need for co-ordination of the efforts of UNIDO and other United 

Nations agencies concerned, with a view to eliminating the obstacles to exports 

fro» developing countries so far as possible. 

/... 
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Mr.  P.V.J. SOLOMON (Trinidad and Tobago) said that it was not easy to 

determine what was required to make UK I DO action-oriented.    He believed that UNIDO 

must be driven by a -ense of urgency.    The  first  duty of the Board was to establish 

administrative machinery waich vas cf.pc.bie of a svift,  flexible and many-sided 

response to requests for assistance.    ile agreed with the Executive Director on the 

need for continuous programming una re-programad ng to adjust, ti;e meanô of action to 

the requirements of the project.    However, the Board could not perfora that task 

at an annual session, and he wondered whether there sho-ild not be established a 

committee which would be continuously in session and which could also aeek out 

opportunities  for co-operation with other branches of the United hâtions  family in 

an effort to produce co-ordinated aid programmes.    Above all, however, long delays 

between the stage of consideration and the implementation of projects must be 

avoided. 

Secondly, the programme of work of UNIDO must be based en the weiA-defined 

needs of developing countries or regions.    A clearer view of the obr.tc.cl"3 to 

industrialization and of the means of overcoming them had now been aciutred, and 

further studies along those lines should not be undertaken by UNIDO,  unies* some 

Government requested a study of a specific problem. 

Thirdly, the industrialized countries owed their success to the development 

of new products and of new technologies suited to th^ir factors cf production. 

Accordingly, UNIDO shoulâ give priority to experimental projects designed to 

adapt technology to the factor endowment in the developing countries , to investigate 

the possible new uses for local raw materials, and to diversify production.    For 

that purpose, UNIDO might consider the creation of regional industrial research 

institutes or centres and might foster pilot plant projects.    Results could not 

be guaranteed, of course, but experimentation was essential because of the current 

stagnation of certain raw «ateríais - for example, na-ural asphalt and bagasse. 

/... 
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He agreed with the United States representative that UNIDO personnel should 

be attached to the regional economic commissions and the offices of the Resident 

Representative? of Ul'IDP.    It would be their duty not only to supervise project 

implementation but also to stimulate and investigate the feasibility of nore 

broadly based assistance in co-operation with other branches of the United Kations 

family. 
Finally, he welcomed the promises of support made by developed countries, 

which he hoped would enable the developing countries to gain access to external 

markets, such access being, in his view, a sine qua non of effective 

industrialisât ion • 

Mrs. SAILER (Austria) said that she was aware of the Board's enormous 

responsibilities at the present stage of preparation for future United Kations 

activities.    The magnitude of the new organization's industrialisation tasks should 

not make the Board overlook the social repercussions of such industrialization.    It 

was not enough to train a labour force; the. population must also be helped LO cope 

with the new problems it would have to face.    She agreed with the United Kingdom 

representative that the time to take account of the social repercussions of 

industrial development was at the planning stage.   In that connexion, she welcomed 

the proposed studies on the social aspects of industrialization; they should not be 

theoretical studies but should be linked to specific projects. 

Mr. nOUSRQA (Chile) said that while he was optimistic about UNIDO's 

future, he believed that statements of intention should be translated into, generous 

contributions which would enable UKEDO to attain its objectives. 

His delegation realized the magnitude of UHIDO's future work, which, in its 

view, should cover three fields:    natural resources, human resources and financial 

resources.   The work could include both research and operational activities, 

provided that they were all action-oriented,   A distinction mu«t be made between 

basic research, which the Centre for Industrial Development had engaged in, and 

applied research, closely linked to the development of a particular country and 

undertaken at that country's request.   It was there that the problem of 

/.< 
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co-ordination arose.    It vas essential not to neglect the ver;/ useful work done by 

the various United Nations bodies,  particularly the regional economic corri s s ions 

and other regional organizations, which vere in a position to furnish UI-ITDO vith 

very valuable information. 

There were many fields in which UIÏIDO cenai undertake studies,   it nirht,  for 

example, aid in facilitating and speedinc the transfer of technology to the 

developing countries, with due regard for the right of intellectual property. 

UNIDO's primary task was, however,  to work in the fieli, carrying out projects 

financed either by itself or by other organizations.    To thft onl, the Executive 

Director must have sufficient freedom to evaluate USIPO's own pregete a J authorize 

such technical assistance as he considered appropriate, keeoirr* th? Hoard informed 

of those activities.    The programme of work should, of course, take ir'.o account 

the natural and humar resources of each country and the relative Tvioij.ty of the 

projects in general development plans. 

He hoped that the transfer of UNIDO to Vienna would be complet«! «.s early as 

possible.    He was convinced that the Executive Director would see to it Vnat 

administrative staff was kept down to a strict minimum, so that more resources could 

be devoted to operational services.    UNIDO.'s organic structure could always be 

altered as *ts activities were intensified. 

Mr, 3CKEJBA.L (Chechoslovakia) said that the discussion had raaàe it clear 

that industrialization involved social, economic and technical aspects of the 

development of the Third World.    Efforts had been made, with some succès^, to find 

the best ways to provide developing countries with the assistance they needed for 

industrialisation and to arrange the framework of their co-operation with United 

Nations organs»   Those were the two questions to which the Board should devote the 

greatest attention«   The Executive Director had rightly emphasized the role of 

industrialisation in the economy of the developing countries and its social 

aspects, as well as the importance of national resources and UNIDO's pre-investment 

activities. Those efforts were, of course« inseparable from the preparation by the 

/••• 
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countries concerned of economic plan   and programes which were as complete as 

possible.   More stress sho'-J-J, horror, be placed  on the role of tho public 

sector, which enable»! available receurces te be put at the serv-oe of r.oc¿ety 

us a whole ani  to use human resources   to beet a:-vantage. 

As to UNIDO*s fu .uro activities,   It was  important to tck-j into account all 

the aspects of  industrialization which were  the egression of the objective 

reality of that process in today's world and neek principally to create a multiplier 

effect in the most important fields.    To that end, efforts should be concentrated 

on the following tasks:    direct and indirect assistance in planning and carrying 

cut dynamic prc^rcaces aimed at the solution of basic development problem; 

application of the most .valtable planning and programming techniques using 

statistical data; utilization of natural resources, including agricultural 

products, as Industrial raw materials;  development of export-oriented industries; 

pre-investment activities,   including the establishment of industrial study offices, 

planning bodies  and Livestsi"- ' -promotion centres; training of iranagement and other 

qualified personnel; transfer of technical knowledge and experience,  in which all 

interested developed countries - in particular the German Democratic Republic - 

r.hu-'i "be eble to participate. 

With regard to methods of work,  UNIDO would do well to disseminate information 

on the planning and implementation of industrial projects, giving due attention to 

actual needs.    The experience acquired in that field, while far frc   negligible, 

was inadequate to meet present needs.    For that reason research,, which actually- 

represented an analysis of experience and proven techniques, should be used to 

support operational activities; that did not, of course, include basic research, 

which UHIDO should merely stimulate. 

By eliminating duplication of work, co-ordination of United Nations activities 

in industri-    ¿?vei pment would prevent waste of resources.    Up M"o-orâination" 

he meant the preparation of harmonized programmes of work c^-'- -> - y->   r',c f.î one 

to three years, depending on the nature of the activity.    A ;._<-...        ~'   •      1 --tveen 

Headquarters activities and activities whic^ could usefully be deoe^, . ]. .,c; was of 

the greatest innjortance.    Through co-operation with the regional economic 

coomissions, mechanical solutions of practical problems could be avoided. 

/... 
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Czechoslovakia was prepared to take an active part in UIJIEO's various 

activities.    The ¿cecutive Director haâ oeen furnished with a list of Czechoslovak 

experts whose services corló be uade av,il,„ie at short notice.    His Government 

was also prepared  co contribute the f- ui';s cf its experience to future technical 

sykosis and seminors.    In that ca,:ne:;ic.;  it wns considerine the possibility of 

holding meetings of specialists in branches of industry which were now within the 

competence of UNILO and was r^in* careful preparations for its participation in 

the International Syrapociun on Industrial Development.    Czechoslovakia was ready 

to provide in-plaat training for engineers Trou the developing countries.    Thus 

cam, one of the larSest Czechoslovak enterprises, was prepared to give a training 
course in the production cf diesel engines. 

The present efforts to promote expert-oriented industries in the countries of 

the Third World vero in haraony with Czechoslovakia's intention of increasing Its 

participation in the intsrnationel division of labour, as a part of its future 

long-term development plan, so as to ^al:e its economy more efficient and at the 

sane time offer a stable market for tne manufactured products of the developing 

countries and help them to industrialize.    It vas also prepared to participate 

in finan • in~ Ul'irO's activities.    It was ready to share with the developing 

countries  t.,e experience it had enquired durine the past twenty years in the 

industrialisation cf eastern Czechoslovakia.    That experience underscored the 

importance of methods based on the utilization of national resources, necesaary 

social and economic reforms and co-operation with friendly countries in the 
region. 

In conclusion, he welcomed the establishment of UKIDO headquarters at "/leñan 

and said that the headquarters agreement concluded with the Austrian Government 
was a model of its kind. 

Mr» Sumiterescu (Romania), Vice-Chairman, took the Chair. 

Mr. IBCAHBH (Iran) said that the task confronting the Board at it* 

first session was both difficult and complex.   The Board had to ensure thmt the 

organisation would be able to carry out its duties under the mandate it had 

received from the General Assembly.    {TODO* s success would depend to a 

/... 
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on the efficacy of its secretariat, to which the Board ¿Mût r,Lve ;VíCíí;O directives, 

and on the resources avallarle to it. In that connexion, he noted with satisfaction 

the Czechoslovak re..:xjr.itative^ offers of assistance. 

Many speckers had ui'sel the net,! t.; j reverse UlZO's operational activities. 

It would be unfair to llardo th* fcc^t-^ict  - vhich had folloved faithfully the 

directions of the Committee for Industrial D "-element and the Economic and Social 

Council   - for th- many inadequacies ;.tijh hai been noted in that area.    The Executive 

Director,  for his part,  had carried cut his tack brilliantly.    It was true that the 

Centre for Industrial Development liad not fulfilled the hopes of the developing 

countries.    Not only had it failed to receive tha support of certain advanced 

countries, vhich had not been convinced of the need to industrialise the developing 

countries,  but the latter had failed to avail thexaelves fully of the opportunities 

afforded then,   if UNIDO, tjo, proved incapable of removing the bottle-necks 

impeding the in1, .-»fcrialization ol the Third World, it could hardly hope to avoid 

the fate of its p-cdacess&r.   Mr. Ahdel-Rahnan had made no secret of the vastness 

of the tr.sk.    Tiie developing countries1  share in world industrial production was 

appro::iv-vcly 5 per cent,  end treicouious efforts would be required to double that 

figure.   Ih-rurally, the developing countries could not expect UNIDO to acconçlish 

that.   ITTICO could enly  sunle.ient the ir own efforts by helping them, for exançle, 

to aelect t-.c projects beet suited to their needs and increase labour productivity. 

The annual industrial growth rate of Iran vas 1 per cent,  and it was proposed to 

inórense it V 15 per cent by 1963, but Iran was not expecting UNIDO to do that 
for it. 

UKIDO'B responsibilities had been clearly defined by the General Asseobly, and 

the new Organization must discharge thax in full with regard both to operational 

activities and to research and co-ordination.   His delegation suppor*od those 

speakers who had stressed the need for an organization oriented towards practical 

action.   ÜHEDO, which vould have to assist countries with different economic and 

social system« and at different eteges of development, ifiuat not have a dogmatic 

approach.   For exaacle, tne Executive Director coula not be asked to confine 

assistance to agricultural industries or export industries or to give priority to 

heavy Industry.   The sesie observation applied with respect to sources of funds or 

A- 
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the sector - public, private or mixed - vhich was to te  acistti.    It vas for the 

developing countries t'neicselves to deterxine their industriel et rue ture and the 
framework of their expansion. 

Although the importance of op-"a.;! :  8Î  rcalvities had been stressed on 

nuaerous occasions, no attea.pt had oeca ; ^a to cefine those activities or to 

determine to what exteat the work or i: iuctri-Z envelopment organs had been action- 

oriented.    In the absence of such an analysis, advocacy of operational activities 

took on a somewhat abstract character,    Cf cource, UNIDO could not be expected,  as 

part of those activities, to build factories in cv given country tomorrow.    On the 

other hand,  it would be wrong to consider that reseñen directs towards the 

solution of such practical prob.1 ens as the preparation, evaluation and execution of 

projects or marketing was not "actit-n-crierted".   Actually, 90 per cent of UNIDO*8 

resources was davoted to activities of that type.   They could not be intensified 

without an increc;e in and r.ore flexible use of voluntary contributions.   That 

would al¿o involve tha ctiangthehir.¿ cf the units at Headquarters which dealt with 

the field work sad tha creation of sveh new bodies for the promotion and financing 

of indU5--y r.s ci^rc W: necessary.    Tl-a Secretariat cculd also help the developing 

countries in formulating project* to Ve financed by industrial development capital 

from any L .arce whatever.    In auditori, it could encourage and increase contacts 

between r</rw-¿r.tatives of the developing and the developed countries. 

It had been agreed that ti e Sec. e tari at should not undertake basic research. 

However, thct should not be talxa to mean that UTIDO's rerearch activities should 

he curtail^.   Hie delegation hoped that the pertinent provisions of paragraph 2 (b) 

of General Assembly resolution 2152 (m) would be put into effect.   The allocation 

of 10 per cent of UTIDO's resources for that type of research could not be 

considered sufficient.   Only last year, the Iranian Government had had to pay fot- 

the reproduction of a number of studies which it had urgently needed, because the 

Secretariat had had no funds for that purpose.   The lnç)ortance of such studies, 

which had already made it possible to effect considerable saving*, Must not be 

underestiaated; the dissemination of information often eliminated the need for the 

services of experts.   tKED0Ts work programme mi^ht consist of two parts I 

Headquarters activities and operational activities in I967 and I960.   It would 

/ ••• 
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obviousl;: have   co ve c short-terra p^cjraraie.    A lone-term pr^ra^e could not be 

drawn up until  aito- the International Cyi^osiuii en Industrial Development.   As had 

been sue-3roted,  the orer-.tior.-al  -ctiv:'tier, nicht include the projects approved 

under the Expanded Froßrarx-e aiici the A-   \lrx Ii-ogrri'^e of Technical Assistance up 

to the end of l/>3.    However, the indirti tri i-voje-t cf the Special Fund had so far 

not been given sufficient priority, ar.d tho Er-ird might recommend that increased 

resources should be enmarked for pre-investment activities.    The processing of 

requests for special industrial services should be accelerated, and nev projects 

might be launched under that programa.    Thr.t type of assistance should be expanded 

to include workshop traini: g and certain other requirements which could not at 

present he mat promptly owing to lack of funds. 

UNIDO should, nt the request of their Governnents, assist countries in 

surveying their «nr.uctrial. dt.vcOo:x.ent possibilities, formulating industrial 

policies and e. .  .lisMig priorities; provide assistance in the preparation of 

feasibility stuaies raid "Linkable" projects ar.d in the evaluation of industrial 

projee'-; help in r r^ra-in^ +Y.3 irplernentaticn cf such projects;  supply advice at 

the vc^-i-'u' ct.çc.   ",t execution;  render assistance in the operation of industrial 

enterprise:; ; revise G'si'lfxee *n -„he marketing of industriel products, taking due 

account c.*'      -^ e;fc: : r,o;>et  ;  uf   i^t in Betting up or strengthening tht service« 

responr.'."sie - ~r L:.«? vesicas a: poets of industrial development; promote regional 

co-oF'T,*--i l i a •, vritw to t;:e e.s4>.'hli3h.T.3nt cf Joint industrial enterprises; 

ensure ir.tc*r.«\'-icnal co-op err-ti en with record to industrialization;  and organi» 

¿symposia and workshops.   Those operational activities would be sufficiently broad 

and vari;! co t^cet the assistance requirements of the developing countries. 

The H'-adquertcrs vori; programe set forth in document ID/B/k should provide a 

satisfactory beginninç, subject to eny adjustments to take into account the 

Btiggestions made in the course of the debate.   A programe must also be prepared 

for 1968, and an important place should be accorded in it to supporting research 

activities.   The Secretariat should also prepare reports on industrial development 

problème, to assist the Board in formulating policies and guidelines and in taking 

decisions and adopting measures to pi-c cote the industrialization of developing 

countries • 
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The success of UNIDO would, in the lert analysis, depend on its financial 

resource;-,, the effl-acy cf its sacrjtaria*  and the competence of the experts ana 

advisers whose services it ..T.3 able t? enlist.    For its financial resources lET.CDC 

was at the asrey of other United íT.-.ti.. o ice iur,.    i.^ruests of Governments for 

assistance formulated, in co-opt^cciu.-i v\..-. Tj; „00 a,.! supported by it were blocked in 

other bodies for months,, or even years,  zvd v:.en approved no longer answered any 

real need.   An example of that was the workshop on industrial project formulation 

and evaluation vtiich was to be held at Teheran in late I966 and had been postponed 

until 1967.   According to a recent cable from UE)P to the Resident Representative 

at Teheran, that project was to he n¿ain postponed.    The purpose of the project was 

the training of officials and racialists to carry out a development píen which was 

to start in I968 and which involved inversants of $2,5CO-3,COO nillion.    In the 

circumstances, t)-« Iranian Govf-:rrj¡:.ent had decided to withdraw its request for 

assistance and .-•   e other arranger.^ :4 s. 

L1-TID0 should Tre autonomous ard be able to take swift and effective action to 

meet the needs of the developing countries.   Where was that autonom?    UHIDO was, 

more than <=ver,  rt the mere;' cf rther bodies or operational personnel.    His 

delegatici tuezefore r.ttvihcd ¿re«a importane» to voluntary contributions and the 

setting v   *-f periodic ^l^dein^ cxil'tvenees, provided that the funds raised could 

be freely iri.Uztid by the executive Director, under certain regulations but without 

hindrance iron oth?r bodies.   H s delegation further proposed that the Executive 

Director and po-sillv- tho Ecirr1 Lhculd taka steps to ensure that an appropriate 

portion of the resources of S?TA, the Regular Programme of Technical Assistance and 

the Special Fund was allocated to industrial projects.   The financial implication«, 

of the L'eau quarters work protrarsne should be estimated, moreover, so that the 

necessary buigetary recommendations could be submitted to the General Assembly. 

The problem of selecting seereter-irt staff and experts vas also extremely 

important.   It was to be hoped t*at the Executive Director wuld he able to 

continue, free from rny outside px-eseure, his fine work in that regard.   Sélection 

must he based on two major criteria:    technical competence and the need to ensure 

equitable geographical distribution. 

Mr. Iteli (Jordan) resumeà the Chair. 
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Mr.  BiRIIARr* (France), notine with satisfaction that tito ^c.Vtrs of the 

Board wanted to r.^'c:: I'Kirc an "rcticn-rrienicd" organization,  asked vhr.t,  in that 

case,   ite pvorrcvr.r: of wcvl: rhould b3.     The work of CI ¡ILO,   just Jilee that of an 

iiv'u.-triiliz'iticr. polie;,  ::.:>.k.r ir, a d.-.-elcpiiì3 rcuiitr;:,  could be classified 'ander 

three headings:    pclioy i'crr.:aloti..'ii:  or : oil .r:.£,ei;t of institutions to support 

industrialization and initiation of v.. [tus preliminary activities;  and preparation 

of projects.     In order to carry out itr work Lu 11 10ne three fields properly, UNIDO 

should bear in mind its own characteristics,   its limited resources and the special 

conditions attaching to United Nations activities, particularly the rules of 

proc.'du'o governing them. 

As far as the first heading ;.as concerned, neincly, policy formulation, UîiILO 

could help countries to draw up pl'.ui3 and programmes and work out an industrial 

development strafe-fry within the framevork of the economic  system they had chosen. 

A gr<?at part of 'he work eocrieUd in drawing up an inventory of the available 

resources and of ohe indi stries which,  given the country's economic situation, 

could bo established with these resources.    An attempt might also be made to 

determine which sectors should have priority.    It was essential to se<¡ matters from 

the practical staad^.'-int,   thit was tc say,  from the standpoint of the local 

official responsible for indurir:: alization policy.    Plans and programmes only 

provide; a g Nieral frcne-./nrl:,  and over~con<vmtration on preparation of a plan and 

the calculations it involved cor.Id get in the way of practical achievements. 

UÎÎIIX) shour.i tear that in riind.    It could also ;::ake a particularly valuable 

contribution by hairing tc fenrficce a comon industrial development policy for 

groups of neighbouring countries.    In working out such regional arrangements, it 

should act in liaison with the specialized agencies and with other bodies such aa 

the regional economic commissions and the inter-regional banks. 

As to the second heading, namely, institutions and activities tr support 

industrial development, uniJDO should help to provide logistic support Tor industrial 

development programmes.    It night, for example, help to train specialist personnel, 

particularly industrial ménagers, by means of training courses and visits locally 

or abroad.    Some of the seminars already held or scheduled dealt with subjects 

too restóte from practical affairs to be included in the permanent work programe. 

To a large extent, such activities could usefully be conducted within a university 
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framework.    On the other hand, all the technical training seemed valuable, 

particularly on-the-job training and training designed for the senior staff of 

industrial enterprises.   UNIDO should ercourage the establishment of industrial 

study centres in the develop^ countries, without, of course, trying to set up 

specialized or multi-purpose study centres all at once. 

Assistance for industrial projects, the third heading, was the ultimate aim 

of UNIDO whose success would be measured by the number of projects it set in 

motion and helped to carry out.    its work would be comparable to that of a research 

and development office, in that it would help Governments to survey the problem« 

that had to be solved before a particular project could be started.   To that end, 

it could make pre-inveetment studies, in particular as an agent of the Special 

Fund component of UNDP, or undertake studies with the aid of its special industrial 

services.    It should also serve as an intermediary in efforts to find sources of 

assistance for carrying out the various projects under study.    Finally, it might 

help to find and develop new forms of assistance for the management of industriel 
enterprises once they had been established. 

Referring to the proposed prograiaae of work, he recognised that it was largely 

determined Try the need to continue the work in progress and to prepare for the 

Internati.i-^l ¿yrposium it Athens.    Taking over from the Centre for Industrial 

Développer.:, UTE» had undertaken the preparation of report« and manuals on 

particular industries.    Euch activities should be confined to the industries most 

usually encountered in the initial stage of industrialization (fertilizer 

manufacturing, food processing, small industry, etc.) and should exclude the 

more advanced industries and heavy industry.   Such specialisation would have the 

advantage of leading UNIDO more easily towards operational roles and would 

encourage countries wishing to set up industrial enterprises in those sectors to 

seek assistance from it.   When, with the passage of time, it had acquired experience 

in a particular field, it would be in a better position to help set up the 
corresponding Industrial projects. 

Ih the field of general studies, UHIDC ought to prepare an annual world survey 

of industrial development, which would be mainly concerned with reviewing 

inAurtrinlisetlon trends in the developing countries,   gush a survey would make 

/• • • 
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possible a more precise and up-to-date analysis of industrialization problems and 

thus would take the place of some of the general econoriic studies published at 

present.    Arrangeuento c'-ould also te trade by UKIDO for the pub?icati• .n of a 

bulletin of more general eppeal,  which should include in particular accounts of 

successful industrial development. 
It was essential for UKIDO to be able to ._aintain, perhaps by means of special 

machinery, close liaison vith Governments, both in the developing and in the 

developed countries.    Technical assistance experts in industrial development 

should be part of an integrated team and should keep UNIDO informed of the 

progress being made in Industrialization in the countries where they served.    In 

that way, they could prepare UNIDO for the operational role it was expected to play. 

A very important function of UNIJDO would be to act as an intermediary between 

professional organizations, technological institutes and research establishments 

in the developed rid developing countries.    By so doing, it would avoid the 

dispersal of effort    that would result from trying to acquire experience of its 

own in a very large number of fields. 
His ¿creation considered that the preparation of a programe budget would 

facilitate the Board's discussions, especially as many of the comments made on 

the work procrease had teen concerned with questions of arrangement.    That was & 

long-term t_c!' end one which was apt, moreover, to be somewhat incompatible with 

certain activities such as the special industrial services, which were difficult 

to program,  since they vere available "on request".    IJhat his delegation would 

like to see was a clearer work programme, throwing more light on the activities 

undertaken and aakins it possible for the Board to exercise genuine supervision 

over theu. 

Mr. CUHHUX (Turkey) said that it was generally agreed that 

industrialization was the key to economic and social davelÄpaent and rising 

standards of living.   That was why all developing countries were engaged la an 

intensive effort to industrialize and why they were seeking to find expert «arkets 

for their new industries and to set up regional economic groupings. 

There were considerable differences from country to country in regard to the 

factors of production, domestic conditions and level of development.   Consequently, 
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the measures being taken at both the national and the international level   to 

promote industrialization must respond to those varying requirements.   For example, 

in a country like Turkey, which wa3 giving priority to industries for the 

production of intermediate and capital goods and concentrating on the chemical and 

metallurgical industries, the assistance provided would have to be highly 

diversified and would necessarily be very complex.    That would mean that UNirO 

would have to have technical competence of the highest order at its disposal. 

There was also the problem of harmonizing and co-ordinating industrial 

development activities end goals within the framework of the United Kations family. 

Under General Assembly resolution 2152 (XXl), UKIDO was responsible for ensuring 

adequate co-ordination in that field.   His delegation, like many others, doubted 

whether it would be wise to concentrate all industrial development activities 

within UNIDO and give it complete control over them.   Its task should rather be to 

prevent overlap,-; ig and ensure adequate co-ordination among the regional economic 

commissions and the specialized agencies.   Until it was possible to achieve some 

sort of integration in certain sectors of activity, practical arrangements could 

be mede to achieve co-operation among the secretariats of the specialized agencies, 

and it would be useful to submit such arrangements to the Board.   UNIDO should 

also have close contacts with the regional banke, large international corporation! 

and private industry. 

As far as future activities were concerned, his delegation agreed with the 

view that UITUX? should be "action-oriented" and should be able to meet requests 

from the developing countries for the following kinds of industrialization 

assistance:   feasibility studies, establishment of industrial development 

institutions, training of technicians and managers, preparation of projects, 

industrial planning, and execution of projects.   The limited financial means of 

UMIDO vere a further reason for giving special priority to operational activities. 

IB that connexion, he wished to stress the success of the special industrial 

services prograaeae.   That method might fee used more widely for operational 

projects. 

futo regard to the studies and research programme, UNIDO should concentrate 

oa "action-oriented" studies in field« of basic iaçortance, such M the technology 

of intermediate products, the processing of agricultural and livestock products, 

•^^^^^——- -- — • —- —- -—~—*--**~.*~ ^ - ^ 
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the inductrj.es required in connexion with the mechanization of agriculture,  etc. 

It should seek as much assistance as possible from the specialized agencies and 

from universities.    The activities of WIIEO,  fcr which priorities would have to 

be established,  should be deter:.ru:e; by the needs of the developing countries and 

should be undertaken in strict accord wxth t:.e wishes of the Governments concerned. 

Referring to the programe of wc-fc ret _-.;rth in document ID/B/U, he said that 

sorae of the proposed studies nicht be arched in order to release resources which 

could be better used for operational activities.    The form of presentation of 

the programme should also be improved.    The characteristics and main features of 

each project should be clearly sp:It out,  and precise information should be given 

en their financial implications and their duration.     It would be desirable for the 

annual work programme to be submitted as soon as possible in the form of a 

programme budget. 

The m^et'-n^ rose at 1.3 P»P« 
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